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Art students who plan to work in fashion design will value this unusual book and CD-ROM

combination. The book opens with detailed instruction in drawing a correctly proportioned human

figure, which is the necessary foundation for all fashion illustration. The most detailed and accurate

garment drawings cannot convey a garment's true appearance without a properly drawn figure

wearing it. Chapters that follow present detailed illustrations of human figures in a wide range of

fashion poses, followed up with various garment shapes superimposed on the figures. Garments

include dresses, gowns, pants, skirts, outerwear, knits, and many other items. This book also shows

students how to employ the rendering techniques that add to creation of a professionally finished

fashion illustration. Techniques include shading, highlighting, and coloring illustrated figures, using

watercolors, markers, or working digitally. The enclosed CD-ROM presents templates that students

can either print or bring up on their computer screens, and then embellish with their own garment

designs. The book's more than 250 illustrations in color and black and white complement an

instructive text.
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(back cover)  Drawing a correctly-proportioned figure is the foundation of fashion illustration. The

most detailed and accurate drawing cannot convey a garment's true appearance unless it shows a

properly drawn figure wearing it. And getting the figure just right can often be the trickiest task for

many aspiring fashion designers.  Packed with scores of correctly proportioned fashion poses

suitable for a variety of garments and styles, this book shows design students how to draw and

render the draped figure perfectly, every time.   Students can copy from a selection of ready-made

figures, as well as pick and choose from a library of garment blocks and design details to create

professionally rendered fashion figures. All of the book's figure and garment line illustrations are

available on the accompanying CD-ROM.

Sometimes you just want to be able to quickly sketch off an easy template when brainstorming,

working with costume concepts, etc. For those of us who take inordinate amounts of time to perfect

the body shape (probably not enough art classes or discipline in my youth, not sure which) this is a

pretty handy tool. I use it far more than I thought I would, and would order again.

I bought this for my daughter who is interested in fashion. She has found it very easy to use and

helpful. She has mentioned several times that it has taught her how to display things that she

previously was not getting the results that she wanted.

Great book. I had seen it on a YouTube video and knew I needed it for my studio.

This is helping in my homemade books and journal books.

I liked this book very much. It provided many poses and ideas for rendering with different mediums.

I was surprised to see current fashion trends represented and a fresh style throughout. All the

contributing artists have a clean, uncomplicated but totally professional sketching style, which is not

as intimidating for beginners but still very effective in showcasing the garment's design. I haven't

worked with the image CD included, but anticipate it will be of great value!

I love it. I used it all the time

Loved it. Such a great buy.



trying to display your fashion design on a model in order to spark interest is always a chore. This

book helps in giving many different poses that could be used. Yes I would recommend this book to

any fashion designer.
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